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 NET compatible debuggernDeliver faster with powerful debugger n Debug information in source code using breakpoints and
find functions My reccomendation is to use the trial version of delphi 2009 and see if it suites your needs. There are other

solutions such as (with Trial) jb. Delphi Professional eStudio keil windbg But imo is the best solution, if you already have C++6,
you should try Codegear RAD Studio 2009 A: I've used both Delphi and C++Builder for quite a few years, and I find that my

favourite is currently C++Builder (at the moment, version 8) - you'll need to buy a licence, but it's not too expensive. However, I
would strongly recommend you invest in Delphi 2009 (available for $0 through Embarcadero's own website), as you can use the
debugger, refactoring, and more. Of the others you mention, Windbg is just about the best (available for $30). However, I don't
have any experience with jB, or eStudio, so can't comment on them. As a last suggestion, you might consider having a look at

TSL (Turbo System Linker) - while it's not free, it allows you to optimise your binary, which is useful when the binary is doing
a lot of heavy lifting. I am also currently using Delphi 2009 and I really like it. I do notice that the platform that I am using is
x86. I don't know if this is something that is fixed in the newer versions or not. I am using the trial version and it appears that
they only offer it for x86. However, I am not sure what this would affect me in anyway. I also don't know if any of the newer

versions have any features that are better then the version that I am using. I know that the debugger and refactoring tools are not
available in the trial version. I am interested in what other developers think about the trial versions available. I would say the

IDE is very usable. It has the standard components available, the Object Inspector and code completion. It is a little more bare
than the later versions. However, I don't know how to get the debugger and refactoring tools. I think that it is the same as the

later versions but 82157476af
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